Beadboard Peg Shelf
Note: This hanging system is meant for drywall/wood stud mounting only. If wall are concrete, brick or plaster,
please consult your local hardware store for assistance. For safety and ease of mounting, installation is
recommended using two people.

Parts Included:
A

Wall-mount Bracket
1PCS

B

C

Toggle Screws
2PCS

Toggles Anchors
2PCS

D

Stud Screws
2PCS

Tools required for mounting (not included):
Phillips screwdriver, Level, Pencil, Tape measure
Mounting Instructions:
1. Hold the shelf against the wall and at your desired location. Use a level to ensure the product isn’t tilting
to one side. Using a pencil, gently mark the wall along the top and side edges (midway down each side)
of the shelf. Remove the shelf and gently face down on a soft surface.
2. Your product should have a Wall-mount bracket taped to the back of the shelf. If it has come loose, align
its angle edge with the product-mounted bracket and slide it onto the product-mounted bracket.
3. Using a tape measure, measure the distance from the top edge of the shelf to the bottom edge of Wallmount bracket. Move to the wall and starting with the horizontal line made in Step #1, measure the
distance down and mark the wall with the pencil.
4. Return to the shelf and measure the distances from each side’s outer edge to the edge of the recessed
section. Move to the wall and starting with the vertical lines made in Step #1, measure the lengths in from
each side of the shelf and mark the wall with the pencil.
5. The horizontal line made in Step #3 denotes the bottom boundary for the placement of the wall-mount
bracket. The vertical lines made in Step #4 denote the outer boundaries for the wall-mount bracket.
6. Within the boundary lines made in Steps #3 & #4, use a pencil to mark the location of any wall studs.
(Note: It is best to mount the Wall-mount Bracket to at least (1) stud.)
7. Hold the Wall-mount bracket (A) against the wall with the angled edge pointing up and away from the wall.
Align the bottom edge of the bracket with the horizontal line made in Step #3. Keeping the bracket within
the marks made in Step #4, if possible, align one of the pre-drilled holes on the bracket to the location of a
wall stud. Use a level to ensure the bracket is not tilting to the side and then use a Phillips screwdriver to
insert a Stud Screw (B) through the pre-drilled hole on the bracket and into the wall stud. Do not fully
tighten the screw; the bracket should be able to freely rotate around the screw.
8. Level the bracket and then mark the wall through the other pre-drilled hole. This mark on the wall is the
insertion point for the remaining mounting hardware. Rotate wall bracket slightly to see your mark.

Drywall Mounting (Figures 1 & 2)
9. Use a Phillips screwdriver to insert a Toggle Anchor (C) over the insertion point that is not centered on a
wall stud. The toggle anchors are designed to cleanly cut and bore into the wall like a drill bit. Slowly turn
an anchor clockwise while applying even pressure until the flange just touches the wall. If the anchor’s
position is close to a stud (½” or less), keep turning clockwise until one of the arrows on the flange is
pointing to the 12 o’clock position. (Figure 1)
10. Rotate the Wall-mount bracket (A) to a level position and insert a Toggle screw (B) through the correct
pre-drilled hole on the bracket and into a toggle anchor. Turn the screw in a clockwise direction. At this
point, you will feel a slight resistance. This is the point where the toggle anchor screw is engaging the
pivoting portion of the anchor. Continue turning the screw clockwise until the screw head touches the
Anchor’s flange. Continue to tighten the toggle anchor screw until it becomes difficult to turn.
Stud Mounting
12. If the other of the bracket’s pre-drilled holes is sitting over a wall stud, simple insert the other stud
mounting screw (D) through the bracket’s pre-drilled hole and into the wall stud.
13. Once all the mounting hardware has been inserted into the wall, be sure and tighten the stud mounting
screw from Step #7.
.
Hanging the product:
1. Carefully position the product-mounted bracket over the Wall-mounted bracket (A), insuring that the two
brackets are aligned.
2. Lower the product so that the product-mounted bracket is resting on the wall-mounted bracket.
3. Your product is ready for use.
NOTE: Other knob styles are available (sold separately). Shelf must be removed from the wall before you
remove and replace the knobs.
Care Instructions:
• Wipe with a soft, dry cloth
• Do not use glass cleaner, abrasives, wax or household cleaners as they may damage the finish on the
product
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